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Experience
CompetenceCenter.ma
Full-stack developer
April 2013 - Present

Designed and coded the main site, and worked on web and non-web applications for several clients
where I assisted them in the overall process. Also gave courses on the modern web technologies to
the center’s students.

Education
ENSA Kénitra
Engineering in Computer Science
September 2013 - Present

EST Fès
Database Administration
September 2011 - July 2013

Microsoft Certified Professional
Application Programming
November 2010 - February 2011

Gained deep understanding of computer architecture, Artificial intelligence, image prococessing
and web frameworks (Laravel, RubyOnRails). Also participated in many in-class app challenges
that simulate high pressure constraints of designing and developing for businesses.
Gained knowledge in database administration principales through courses. And in information
systems and how they can enhance a business or government’s ability to develop. Also learned a lot of
new technologies for instance Oracle, SQL Server,MySQL, C/C++, VB, C#, JAVA, JEE, PHP, Javascript.
Learned fundamentals of Microsoft technologies, which gave me a strong base for learning standards
of software developpement in the Microsoft ecosystem. Also took courses for HTML and CSS wich
led to further exploring web technologies and principles.

Projects
CompetenceCenter.ma
Built the main site using Photoshop, Illustrator, HTML/CSS
JavaScript, PHP and MySQL
The site has also more functionalities that gives the
administrator the capacity to manage courses and students.

ESTF 3D
A 3D educational game that simulates the subscription
process in EST Fes.
Built from scratch using Irrlicht game engine ( C++ )
for developement and Blender for 3D modeling.

Skills
PHP - Laravel
HTML / CSS
MySQL
.NET
Oracle
SQL Server
Visual Studio
JavaScript
Ruby / Rails
Pyhton
C / C++
Sublime Text 2

Suivi-Lauréat
A web platform that helps tracking the university graduates
in the job market.
Built with HTML5, Bootstrap CSS, jQuery, Chart.js, for the
front-end and Laravel for the back-end.
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